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CENTRIFUGE - 30 YEARS OF WAITING WAS IT WORTH IT? 
 
John Beale, Watermark Manager, South Waikato District Council, New Zealand 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
South Waikato District Council, Watermark Business Unit operates and maintains 4 x 
Wastewater Plants across the district, Tokoroa, Putāruru, Tīrau and Arapuni.  All four Plants 
have differing treatment processes, but similar basic sludge dewatering to conventional drying 
beds. 
 
With the two bigger Plants of Tokoroa and Putāruru working through renewal of Resource 
Consents with the Waikato Regional Council there was an opportunity to modernize and 
centralize our sludge/biosolids dewatering process. 
 
I have now completed 35 years in the field of water and wastewater based at the Tokoroa 
Wastewater Treatment Plant.  I would now like to share what changes and challenges we have 
made to the liquid stream and the more recent improvements to the sludge/biosolids operation. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1:  Tokoroa Sludge System before Centrifuge upgrade 

 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
 The Tokoroa Wastewater Plant has had four major upgrades since the first Plant was 

commissioned back in 1958.  I was involved with three of these upgrades, but the 
improvements were more designed to meet resource consent requirements to the receiving 
water. 
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1958 Plant Preliminary treatment, coarse bar screen and comminutor 
1o treatment Dortmund tank 
2o treatment intermittently dosed low rate biological filters 
Final Treatment Dortmund Humus tank 
Heated digester and consolidating tank 
6 x concrete drying beds 
 

1967 1st Plant 
upgrade 

Preliminary treatment unchanged 
New plant built alongside original 
1o treatment new radial clarifier 
2o treatment 2 x new high rate biological filters 
New sludge lift and recirculation pump station 
Final treatment new radial clarifier 
No change to digester, consolidating tank and drying beds 
 

1987 2nd Plant 
upgrade 

Preliminary treatment, new inlet structure, screw lift pumps and step 
screen 
1o treatment new radial clarifier 
2o treatment upgraded original low rate to high rate biological filters 
Old Humus Dortmund converted into dry well/wet well pump 
station 
Final treatment new radial clarifier 
2 x drying beds converted to sludge lagoon, leaving 4 x concrete 
drying beds 
Improvements to digester mixing and heating 
 

1993 3rd Plant 
upgrade 

Preliminary treatment unchanged 
1o treatment unchanged 
2o treatment biological high rate filters now totalling 4 x filters 
Old 1o clarifier turned into intermediate clarifier, between filters 
Final treatment unchanged 
Additional sludge lagoon added 
Improved boiler operation and biogas storage 
 

1997 4th Plant 
upgrade 

Preliminary treatment unchanged 
1o treatment unchanged 
2o treatment biological high rate filters unchanged 
Fixed Activated Sludge Treatment (FAST) replacing 2 x filters 
2 x additional pump stations 
Old radial final clarifier turned into mud well/clear well 
3o treatment 3 x sand filters installed and UV treatment 
Improvements to sludge drying bed operation, poly dosing. 

 
Over the years these four upgrades have all been completed on the same site reutilizing 
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previously mothballed tanks and keeping to a small footprint. 
 
It is now time to modernize our sludge handling procedures to keep up with the 
technology of our liquid stream. 
 

 
Figure 2:   Concept Design of Centralized Mechanical Dewatering 
 

2.0 DISCUSSION 
 
 Working in with our Consultants, Council chose to go with a centrifuge as the preferred 

method of mechanical dewatering of digested/consolidated sludge. 
 
 The original design was to use the consolidating tank as a mixing tank, taking tankered 

sludge from the other three smaller plants of Putāruru, Tīrau and Arapuni. 
 
 Equipment was purchased and a "Design & Build Contract" was tendered which was won 

by "Spartan Construction". 
 

Before construction started South Waikato District Council and their Consultants hosted 
all contractors involved including Watermark to a "HAZOP" meeting. 
 
It was at this meeting that the operators got the opportunity to voice their concerns and 
thoughts. 
 
No 1 Concern was how the Plant would continue to operate with taking the 

consolidating tank offline for one month, plus 
 
No 2 Where does all the consolidated sludge go now 1 x lagoon is now a construction 

site and the remaining beds and lagoon are already full of sludge? 
 
No 3 Emptying the old concrete consolidating tank that has never been emptied before 

could turn up additional concrete condition issues. 
In short the operators suggested keeping the consolidating tank online and continuing with 
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normal sludge operation. 
 
 Without having to empty, clean, repair and modify the consolidating tank was going to 
save thousands of dollars plus eliminate a Health & Safety issue with confined space entry. 
 
The operators were still happy with being able to externally pump tankered sludge into the 
consolidating tank, but much preferred the idea of having another 'batching/blending' tank 
for feeding the centrifuge. 
 
The idea put forward to Council and Consultants was to have a tank of approximately 
30m3 fully mixed, therefore requiring a smaller cheaper mixer than consolidating tank idea. 
 This size tank would enable us to blend differing sludges and work out the best poly 
type/recipe.  Differing sludges we could experiment with were conventional Tokoroa 
digested, Putāruru cold digested, Arapuni Imhoff tank and Tīrau's activated sludge. 
 
 The centrifuge was installed in a tall elephant type, budget colour steel shed 6.0 metres x 
4.0 metres x 4.0 metres high.  Inside this basic shed was the poly mixing and dosing 
equipment, a centrifuge, a screw conveyer to get the sludge/biosolids out and into a high 
sided cartage truck.  This truck was adapted with Kiwi ingenuity as a simple form of 
transport much better suited to this site than a large hook bin system that was originally 
designed.  Outside of the building on the small footprint is the 30m3 batching tank which is 
a ribbed PE tank, originally designed for molasses storage. 
 
This tank is fully mixed by a submersible mixer and filled by a sludge pump onsite pumping 
from the consolidating tank or pump filled from our local septic tank sludge transfer 
tanker. 
 
The sludge feed from batching tank to centrifuge is by 1 of 2 mono pumps, 1 of 2 
vacuum/air blowers pump foul air out of the building, top of the batching tank and out of 
the covered truck tray to the bark odour filter. 
 
Normal operation has Watermark running the centrifuge 3 days/week Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday.  We tanker 3-4 loads of sludge from Putāruru 18-24m3 and this is 
mixed with our Tokoroa sludge of up to 100m3/week. 
 

 
Figure 3:  Final Design of Centralized Mechanical Dewatering 
This paper was based on the first 12 months of operation and we have now completed 
over 18 months.  We are still averaging a finished dry product of 25% solids and we have, 
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over time, reduced our poly input by half, currently 25 kg of poly/week.  We have also 
controlled some initial foaming issues with a basic plasson irrigation nozzle.  We have had 
a number of small mechanical and operational issues, but our enthusiastic operators have 
taken up the challenge and worked through these issues. 

 
3.0 CONCLUSION 
 
 By centralising our sludge dewatering process we have saved tens of thousands of dollars 

in double handling.  The sludge solid content is consistently at 25% dry solids, well above 
the original design figure of 20%.  We now have a modern methodology for solids 
treatment comparable to the liquid stream technology. 

 
 Regional Council are happy with the improvements and we have saved tens of thousands 

of dollars in lining existing lagoons and drying beds.  Also saving costs with drilling and 
ongoing monitoring of onsite bores. 

 
 '35 YEARS OF WAITING, WAS IT WORTH IT?' 
 

 Yes, I believe this modern mechanical dewatering is a more professional methodology 
going forward. 

Table 1:   First 12 Months of Solids Reporting 
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